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The publisher of the magazine "Russian competition law 
and economy" — the Business express publishing house

The Business Express publishing house is a diversified company that operates in the 
market of publishing services since 1993. Business Express’s core business consists 
of three segments: corporate polygraphy, ministries’ and departments’ publications, 
as well as corporate publications. Having a design studio, typesetting, proofreading, 
subscription, and delivery departments on hand, the  Publishing House is capable 
to perform a variety of publishing services. The presence of and in-house consulting 
department and a science center, allow following the latest global trends in all fields of 
communications, including visual. Business Express strives to become the best supplier 
of publishing solutions for the most demanding clients.

Contacts

125167, Moscow, 6А, The 4th Vosmogo Marta Street, floor 6
Tel.  8 (495) 787-52-26 

How to reach us?

From Aeroport metro station (last car out of the center): 
Follow Leningradsky prospect to the center up to SberBank; 
Take right after SberBank and turn to Aviatsyonny per.; 
At the next T-crossroads street turn right; 
At the next crossroads turn left, follow Stariy Zykovsky proezd; 
Along the route on the other side of the street you can see the 4th Vosmogo Marta Street. Our office is situated in 

the BC “Airport”.
Way time: 20 min. 

From Dinamo metro station (first car out of the center): 
The nearest to the metro station public bus stop
1) Bus or minibus № 22. Get to the stop the 4th Vosmogo Marta Street. Turn back 200 meters, turn right to the 4th 

Vosmogo Marta Street, follow straight ahead 100 meters. On the left side of the street you can see BC “Airport”.
2) Take bus 105К. Get to the stop the 4th Vosmogo Marta Street. Keep straight on for about several meters up to 

the crossroads, turn right the 4th Vosmogo Marta Street. BC “Airport” is at the right side of the street.
Way time: 10 min without reference to traffic jams and public transport schedule. 


